
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of project / product manager. If
you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for project / product manager

Identify risks and mitigation/contingency plans
Understand the business environment and challenges in our users’
organizations and industry
Act as liason between the Software team and other business units
Budget, plan and execute projects of the various kinds
Develop strategic business plans in support of new business development
opportunities (in-house or licensed) that are aligned with the Division’s
strategic objectives
You’ll have brilliant relationship skills, specifically managing suppliers and
ensure they are delivering at least to the contract
You’ll be change focused and you’ll identify and deliver product change,
proactively building business cases for change, and creating a compelling
story to encourage the business to support the change
You’ll be commercially savvy, and you’ll keep an eye on competitor offerings
and be aware of other communications technologies, and you’ll keep abreast
of innovation in email
Drive progress and visibility using projects schedules, status at a glance, and
quality at a glance
Provide leadership in meeting the customer, safety, quality, manufacturing,
cost, and regulatory requirements with designs that have sustainable
differentiation in the marketplace

Example of Project / Product Manager Job
Description
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Strong project management skills including familiarity with agile processes
and tools like JIRA and Trello, proven track record of managing projects on
time and on budget
History of demonstrating strong leadership & influence via leading previous
project teams
At least 2 years' previous product/ brand management, marketing or prior
product launch experience, ideally in either immunology, haematology-
oncology or neuroscience
Good understanding of market access fundamentals as they apply to the
pharmaceutical industry (e.g understanding of local regulatory approval and
reimbursement processes)
Good understanding of clinical development or clinical trials as they relate to
the launch of new medicines (e.g understanding impact of clinical trial
programs on market access)
Demonstrated commercial acumen, strong analytical and strategic thinking
skills


